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ABSTRACT
Recent advances in DNA sequencing technologies have led to a tremendous increase in the amount of sequence
information available in public databases. To address the need for automated methods of assigning a putative
function to each sequence, we have developed bioinformatics tools that can be run on a desktop computer and
save significant time and effort. Elaeis guineensis and Elaeis oleifera sequences were downloaded from
PalmGenes and GenBank, and duplicate entries were eliminated by pairwise BLAST searches, resulting in a
collection of unique oil palm sequences which we call the UniPalm dataset. We applied the CAPASA (Consensus
Annotation by Phrase Anchored Sequence Alignment) software and automatically assigned functions to
5600 oil palm sequences in less than 8 hr. CAPASA mimics the human decision-making process by factoring
in the degree of homology, taxonomic relationship and informational value when choosing a name. In addition,
we applied COGsensus to place the UniPalm sequences into COG (Clusters of Orthologous Groups of genes)
categories, and compared these results to a COGsensus analysis of the rice genome. COG classification is a
homology-based method for distinguishing gene sets, particularly with regard to closely related genes found
in different organisms. Our results indicate that the diversity of COG groups are well represented in the
UniPalm set.
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improvement of oil palm planting materials is being
done by conventional breeding, supported by
genetic engineering technologies and tissue culture
propagation (Sambanthamurthi et al., 1996; Parveez
et al., 2000; Gorret et al., 2004; Tarmizi et al., 2004;
Abdullah et al., 2005).
Assessment of the genetic make-up of the plants
derived from these programmes has been carried out
by constructing genetic linkage maps using
quantitative trait loci and genetic polymorphisms
such as AFLPs (amplification fragment length
polymorphisms) and RFLPs (restriction fragment
length polymorphisms), and other molecular
markers such as proteins and isoenzymes (Mayes et
al., 1996; Kularatne et al., 2000; Purba et al., 2000;
Barcelos et al., 2002; Jaligot et al., 2004; Billotte et al.,
2005; Maizura et al., 2006). Quantitative trait loci
(QTLs) are linked to the phenotypic traits they follow
and provide information about the transmission of

INTRODUCTION
The oil palm, Elaeis guineensis, is the most productive
oil producing plant under cultivation, with typical
yields of 3.3 t of oil per hectare per year (Wahid et
al., 2005). Palm oil is a rich nutritional source of
vitamins, carotenoids, iron, and antioxidant activity
(Sundram et al., 2003; Balasundram et al., 2005). The
palm fruit type grown in Malaysia is tenera, derived
by crossing the thick-shelled dura with the thinshelled pisifera. Tenera has a thick oil-rich mesocarp
with a thin shelled covering the kernel. Continuous
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traits from parents to progeny; researchers have
identified the genetic regions correlated with data
about height, oil yield and shell thickness, for
example (Moretzsohn et al., 2000; Rance et al., 2001).
However, as QTLs, AFLPs and RFLPs can represent
a large region of a chromosome, more work must be
done to narrow the region of interest down to a
particular gene(s) associated with the desired traits.
To address this issue, researchers began an
ambitious DNA sequencing programme to identify
oil palm genes that are expressed during important
development stages (e.g., fruit ripening and
embryogenesis) (Cha and Shah, 2001; San and Shah,
2005). To improve their knowledge on the relevance
of the genes discovered, researchers focused their
efforts on cloning and sequencing expressed
sequence tags (ESTs), increasing the likelihood that
the genes being studied were physiologically
significant (Abdullah et al., 1995; Singh and Cheah,
2000; Jouannic et al., 2005). Nonetheless, the
immediate output of any large-scale sequencing
project is a string of nucleotides, without inherent
meaning. Learning what physiological role a single
sequenced gene may have in oil palm is a challenge,
but simultaneously assigning functions to the
thousands of genetic sequences flowing from the
cloning and sequencing projects would be
impossible to do by hand.
To address the need for automated methods of
assigning a putative function to each sequence we
have developed bioinformatics tools that can be run
on a desktop computer and that can result in
significant savings in time and effort. In this work,
we report the use of our programme CAPASA
(Consensus Annotation by Phrase Anchored
Sequence Alignment) (Parker, 2004) for functional
annotation of oil palm sequences; generation of the
‘Unipalm’ dataset of 7404 non-redundant oil palm
sequences distilled from the PalmGenes and
National Centre for Biotechnology Information
(NCBI) databases; and our evaluation of how much
of the total oil palm genome is represented in this
dataset, based on our computational analysis of the
COG functions (clusters of orthologous genes)
associated with the ESTs in the dataset using the
COGsensus software developed in our laboratory.
The information generated with these tools adds
value to the DNA databases cataloguing oil palm
genes, and provides support for oil palm DNA
microarray and genetic engineering studies.

PalmGenes database of the Palm Oil Information
Online Service of the Malaysian Palm Oil Board
(PALMOILIS, http://palmoilis.mpob.gov.my).
Information was downloaded serially to capture the
MPOB Accession number, gene description/
identity, the source clone identification and the DNA
sequence of the gene. Each MPOB accession number
was processed to extract information for the full
range of genes available. Date accessed: 26 February
2005.
DNA Sequences (GenBank)
We wrote a custom PERL script
(download_NCBI_palm) to collect DNA sequence
from E. guineensis and the closely related oil palm
Elaeis oleifera from the NCBI (NCBI, http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) (Benson et al., 2007). The
NCBI search toolbar was used to determine the full
list of gene identifier numbers of sequences from
these two species. These lists were used to obtain
the NCBI accession number, gene description,
organism name and DNA sequence of all the oil palm
genes available in the NCBI nucleotide database.
Date accessed: 27 February 2005 (E. guineensis) and
25 February 2005 (E. oleifera).
Sequence Unification (UniPalm)
The E. guineensis and E. oleifera nucleotide
sequence information from the PalmGenes and
Genbank databases was unified to a single set of nonredundant sequences using a custom PERL program:
palm_orthologs.pl. This process involved several
rounds of BLAST searches among the sequence sets
to remove highly similar sequences within the
sequence collection of a single species from either
database, or between species from either database.
Sequences were deemed highly similar if the product
of the percentage aligned and percent identical
residues was greater than 0.97. The sequence with
the lower number of gaps and unknown sequence
residues was maintained as the representative DNA
sequence for the gene. The final list of DNA
sequences from E. guinensis and E. oleifera from
PalmGenes and Genbank, with identical or highly
similar sequences removed, was renamed the
UniPalm (Unified Oil Palm) sequence set.
Functional Annotation Prediction
Functional annotation predictions of the UniPalm
DNA sequence collection were made using CAPASA
program (Parker, 2004). Briefly, the CAPASA
algorithm analyses the output of a BLASTx (DNA
versus Protein) sequence similarity search of the
query sequence (UniPalm DNA sequence) against
the non-redundant protein database at NCBI (Gish
and States, 1993). The significant similarity matches

EXPERIMENTAL
DNA Sequences (PalmGenes)
We wrote a custom PERL script
(download_mpob.pl) and used it to obtain Elaeis
guineensis DNA sequence information from the
36
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of the protein database were analysed to measure
the degree of alignment, similarity of the organism
taxonomy within the results and consistency of the
word usage in function descriptions across the set
of similarity results. The functional description of
the protein sequence with the highest combination
of sequence similarity, taxonomy similarity and
name consistency was transferred to the UniPalm
sequence as a putative functional annotation.

of highly expressed genes such as the genes encoding
ribosomal proteins.
In order to unify the palm EST sequences in one
database, we wrote custom PERL scripts to
download 5610 Elaeis guineensis sequences from
PalmGenes and 2797 Elaeis guineensis sequences and
51 Elaeis oleifera sequences from GenBank. Then, to
streamline the dataset and eliminate duplicate
samples, we used local BLAST to conduct two
rounds of homology searching with the E. guineensis
or E. oleifera sequence collections from MPOB and
NCBI.
The first round of searching was a self- vs. -self
comparison to remove identical sequences from
within a single sequence dataset. The identical
sequences were removed (with preference to the
lower numbered sequences), and a new BLAST
database was created from this reduced set. The
second round of searching was a self- vs. -self and
self- vs. -other search to find highly similar
sequences. The non-self best hits were scored on a
value system for having fewer gaps, fewer
ambiguous residue or more residues. The sequence
with the most points between the pair was kept and
the ortholog marked for deletion. If the ortholog
and the query sequence had a combined homology
(percent aligned residues x percent identical
residues) 0.97 the ortholog was deleted. After the
removal of 1054 duplicates, the PalmGenes set
contained 4605 sequences, the Elaeis guineensis NCBI
set 2752 samples, and the Elaeis oleifera set contained
47 sequences for a total of 7404 Elaeis sequences in
the UniPalm dataset.

Functional Domain Prediction
A second functional annotation prediction was
performed using COGsensus (Parker et al.,
unpublished) to classify putative domains by the
COG system (Tatusov et al., 2000) within the UniPalm
DNA sequences. Sequences of the UniPalm DNA
sequence collection were searched against the set of
all COG sequences using the BLASTx sequence
similarity program. Since COGs are comprised of
domains, or partial components of full genes, the
COGs are aligned with subsets of the full length
gene. BLAST similarity matches were grouped by
position and degree of overlap, relative to the full
length UniPalm gene. The functional identity was
transferred from the COG group with highest
average similarity and alignment coverage within
each group.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Generation of a Unified Oil Palm Dataset
To support the efforts of the oil palm DNA
sequencing and DNA microarray projects of the
Malaysia-MIT Biotechnology Partnership
Programme, we applied bioinformatics tools to
assign putative functions to oil palm DNA
sequences. We began by collecting publicly available
oil palm EST sequences from PalmGenes and
GenBank. PalmGenes is a database devoted to oil
palm sequences developed by the Malaysian Palm
Oil Board (Cheah et al., 2003). The GenBank database
(Benson et al., 2007), operated by the US NCBI, also
contains many oil palm sequences.
There are a number of duplicate oil palm
sequences in both the PalmGenes and NCBI datasets.
One reason for this is that PalmGenes includes not
only the sequences generated at MPOB but also
sequences collected from other databases, including
GenBank, DNA Data Bank of Japan (Tateno et al.,
2002), EMBL (Cochrane et al., 2006), Protein
Information Resource (Barker and Wu, 2001), and
SwissProt (Boeckmann et al., 2003). Another
important factor for the duplication is the nature of
EST sequencing projects: a large number of ESTs are
sequenced, often without enriching for the unique
sequences, which can result in the overrepresentation

Automated Assignment of Names to the
UniPalm Sequences
To add information to the Unipalm dataset, we
carried out analyses to infer the functionality of a
given gene sequence based initially on homology to
known genes. The workhorse for this analysis was
Batch BLAST, which is used for high throughput
alignment to the NCBI sequence databases. The
normal manual mode for BLAST analysis of DNA
sequences (Altschul et al., 1990; 1997) requires the
researcher to carry out an alignment, collect the
homologues and sort through this collection in the
hopes of identifying an insightful relationship
between the homologues that makes it possible to
infer a function for the gene in question. Not
surprisingly, this process is tedious and timeconsuming. Furthermore, it is somewhat subjective.
Although scientists attempt to make consistent
decisions regarding the meaning and significance of
the relationships discovered, it is impossible to
ensure uniformity of the decision-making process;
thus, the result may not be entirely objective. In fact,
the common practice of transferring the ‘best hit’ in
a BLAST search to assign a name to an unknown
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assignments that agreed with the expert assignments
in well over 90% of all cases (Parker and Sinskey,
personal communication).
This computational tool operates thousands of
times more quickly than human annotation. In this
work, CAPASA assigned functions to sequences at
a rate of more than 700 sequences per hour while
running on a desktop computer. Example data from
the CAPASA annotation of oil palm genes are shown
in Table 1. The full CAPASA annotation of UniPalm
is available as supplementary information at http:
//web.mit.edu/biology/sinskey/www/software/
oilpalmannotation.html. The vast majority of the
annotations assigned by CAPASA to the UniPalm
set agree with the existing expert annotation. In
many cases, CAPASA was able to add additional
information. This demonstrates the utility of
CAPASA for annotating new, unannotated
sequences generated in EST sequencing projects.

sequence has been reported to contribute to the
increase in erroneous information accumulating in
sequence databases (Bork and Bairoch, 1996).
To overcome the limitations of throughput,
objectivity and reproducibility of the method, we
analysed Batch BLAST output information with the
CAPASA software, developed in our laboratory
(Parker, 2004). CAPASA automatically assigns a
functional annotation to each sequence, taking into
account the strength of sequence alignments between
homologous genes, phylogenetic relationship
between the query and subject sequences, and the
information content of the gene names. A flow chart
showing the operations carried out by the CAPASA
software is shown in Figure 1. The functions assigned
by CAPASA are robust. In tests of this tool
comparing annotation of genes from fully sequenced
genomes with the annotation provided by ‘expert
annotators’ CAPASA returned functional
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the steps in the CAPASA (Consensus Annotation by Phrase Anchored Sequence
Alignment) annotation process. The annotation score is the sum of the individual scores for homology, taxonomic
relationships and name value. The annotation associated with the database homolog showing the maximum CAPASA
score is assigned as the annotation for the individual palm gene.
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Note: The full Consensus Annotation by Phrase Anchored Sequence Alignment (CAPASA) annotation of the UniPalm dataset can be accessed at http://web.mit.edu/biology/sinskey/www/software/
oilpalmannotation.html.
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TABLE 1. EXAMPLE OF CONSENSUS ANNOTATION BY PHRASE ANCHORED SEQUENCE ALIGNMENT (CAPASA) AUTOMATED ANNOTATION COMPARED WITH PALMGENES
EXPERT ANNOTATION
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genomic sequence available at the time) (Goff et al.,
2002; Yu et al., 2002) and the Unipalm dataset of oil
palm sequences. By carrying out this analysis, it
became possible to compare the numbers of genes
each species had in each COG category.
The results from this analysis are summarized in
Figure 2. This evaluation yielded a very encouraging
assessment of the oil palm EST sequencing project the genes in the UniPalm dataset, derived largely
from EST sequencing projects, are primarily those
that encoded recognizable functions; they
represented a wide diversity of functions, and their
coverage was surprisingly consistent with that for
the rice genome. Of the 25 different classes of gene
products recognized by COG classification, only the
genes involved in transcription (COG class K),
replication (COG class L), signal transduction (COG
class T) and those that are poorly characterized (COG
class R) or have no known function in other genomes
(COG class S) appear to be underrepresented in the
UniPalm dataset. While the UniPalm dataset
represents only a small portion of the total oil palm
genome, the diversity of COG groups are well
represented. Additional cloning and sequencing
projects are likely to yield genes of unknown
function with increasing frequency. The complete
COGsensus annotation of the UniPalm dataset is
available as supplementary information at http://
web.mit.edu/biology/sinskey/www/software/
oilpalmannotation.html.

Automated Assignment of Clusters of
Orthologues Groups (COGs) to Unipalm
Sequences
Another question arising from the analysis of oil
palm genes is, “How much of the genome has been
covered?” When examining thousands of sequenced
ESTs, it is difficult to determine what portion of the
genes that one might expect to find have actually
been identified. One method for gauging the ‘depth’
or ‘coverage’ of this collection is to compare the
number and types of genes it contains with the
number and types of genes present in a well
characterized reference genome. For example, if a
related species is known to possess 300 genes
involved in one aspect of cellular metabolism, and
the oil palm collection includes 250 genes for the
same aspect of cellular metabolism, then it can be
inferred that coverage of the oil palm genes is rather
good.
To carry out such an analysis of an oil palm EST
database, we applied a novel computational tool,
developed in our laboratory, to assign sequences to
COGs. COG classification is a homology-based
method for distinguishing gene sets, particularly
with regard to closely related genes found in
different organisms (Tatusov et al., 2000). We applied
the COGsensus bioinformatics tool (Parker et al.,
unpublished) to automatically assign COG
functional categories to each gene from rice (the most
closely related species of monocot with a completed
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Figure 2. Expressed sequence tags (genes) from rice and oil palm were assigned to functional clusters of orthologous
genes (COG) families using COGsensus software. COG families are indicated on the Y-axis, and the number of genes
in each COG family plotted on the X-axis.
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BARCELOS, E; AMBLARD, P; BERTHAUD, J and
SEGUIN, M (2002). Genetic diversity and
relationship in American and African oil palm as
revealed by RFLP and AFLP molecular markers.
Pesquisa Agropecuaria Brasileira, 37: 1105-1114.

CONCLUSION
In this article, we described the compilation of the
Unipalm dataset of unified oil palm sequences, the
application of our CAPASA software to infer
functional assignments for oil palm ESTs based on
homology to known genes from other species, and
the application of our COGsensus software to assign
oil palm ESTs to COG groups. These analyses serve
to improve the information content associated with
the oil palm sequences. Our results indicate that the
diversity of COG groups are well represented in the
UniPalm set. The output from this research includes
a DNA database of oil palm sequences that is suitable
for tracking the identity of DNA microarray probes
used to generate hybridization data.
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